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Abstract. The principles of instance based function learning are pre-

sented. In IBFL one is given a set of positive examples of a functional

predicate. These examples are true ground facts that illustrate the in-

put output behaviour of the predicate. The purpose is then to predict

the output of the predicate given a new input. Further assumptions are

that there is no background theory and that the inputs and outputs

of the predicate consist of structured terms. IBFL is a novel technique

that addresses this problem and that combines ideas from instance based

learning, �rst order distances and analogical or case based reasoning. We

also argue that IBFL is especially useful when there is a need for handling

complex and deeply nested terms. Though we present the technique in

isolation, it might be more useful as a component of a larger system to

deal e.g. with the logic, language and learning challenge.

1 Introduction

Within the �eld of machine learning, both instance based learning [1] and induc-

tive logic programming (or relational learning) [10,9] are important sub�elds.

In instance based learning one tries to predict classes of examples by comparing

these examples to other examples from a training set. Most often there is only a

�nite and small set of discrete classes, and the class can be regarded as a discrete

attribute of the examples. Instance based learning (and concept-learning) can

be regarded as function learning, where the function takes as input the example

description and produces as output the value for the class attribute.

In recent work within the �eld of inductive logic programming classical propo-

sitional instance based learning techniques have been upgraded towards a �rst

order framework. A prominent example of this approach is the RIBL system [2].

RIBL (and other approaches along this line) take as input a �rst order descrip-

tion of an example and predict the value for the corresponding class attribute.

In terms of function learning, RIBL maps complex inputs (example descriptions

in �rst order logic) to simple outputs (the value of the class attribute). From the

viewpoint of function learning, one may wonder whether it would be possible to

extend this framework to learn more complex functions that would map complex

inputs onto complex outputs. Within the framework of computational logic, the

inputs and outputs would then naturally correspond to deeply structured terms

(cf. e.g. [4]). The technique of IBFL, presented in this paper, addresses pre-

cisely this problem. IBFL starts from a set of positive examples of a functional



predicate p. The examples are thus of the form p(in; out) where in represents a

possibly complex input term and out the corresponding output terms. IBFL is

then given a new input terms in

0

for which it has to compute the corresponding

output out

0

such that p(in

0

; out

0

) holds. IBFL is not given any other information

and thus operates with an empty background theory.

This IBFL setting extends the classical �rst order instance based learning

framework. It also provides a framework for studying the issues involved in han-

dling deeply structured terms, which is known to be one of the hard problems

in inductive logic programming (cf. e.g. the Project Programme of the ESPRIT

IV project on Inductive Logic Programming II). The hardness of this problem is

illustrated by the fact that well-known ILP systems are unable to produce good

results on the setting mentioned above due to 1) the combinatorics involved in

handling deeply structured terms, and 2) the fact that the background theory

in IBFL is empty, which makes it necessary to induce recursive hypotheses for

de�ning p. Recursion (and program synthesis) is one of the other known hard

problems in ILP. Despite the di�culties involved, many potential applications

need to deal with structured terms. One such application is the recent Logic,

Language and Learning challenge (cf. [8]) issued by Kazakov, Pulman and Mug-

gleton. We hope that the IBFL framework and its techniques will contribute to a

better understanding and possible solutions of these problems. IBFL will there-

fore also be illustrated on (simple) tasks that are relevant to the LLL challenge

as well as to program synthesis.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we review some important

aspects of inductive logic programming and instance based learning. In section

3, we state the problem speci�cation. In section 4, we present the base idea of

instance based function learning. In section 5, we extend this method with a

recursive component that allows to learn the translations of parts of terms. In

section 6, we present some experiments, and �nally, in section 7, we give some

conclusions and possibilities for further work.

2 Preliminaries

A substitution � = fX

1

=Y

1

; : : : ; X

n

=Y

n

g is a set of elements X

i

=Y

i

such that X

i

are variables and Y

i

are terms. If t is a term and � is a substitution, then we

can apply � to t: t� is the term t in which each occurrence X

i

is simultanuously

replaced by Y

i

. e.g. if � = fX=f(a); Y=Xg and t = f(X;Y; g(X)), then t� =

f(f(a); X; g(f(a))). If an inverse substitution �

�1

is applied to a term s, the

result is the set of terms t such that t� = s. e.g. if � = fX=a; Y=f(a); Z=ag

and t = g(f(f(a)); a), t�

�1

= fg(f(f(X)); X); g(f(f(X)); Z); g(f(f(Z)); X);

g(f(f(Z)); Z); g(f(Y ); X); g(f(Y ); Z)g. We will use the notion of least general

generalization [12]: a term t

1

subsumes (or is more general than) a term t

2

i�

there is a substitution � such that t

1

� = t

2

. The subsumes relation induces a

partial order on the set of terms. The least upper bound under subsumption is

called the least general generalization (lgg).



We also use the notion of position as de�ned in [6]. Positions are sequences

of positive integers (e.g. [2,3,2]). � denotes the empty position, and � the con-

catenation operation on positions. With t a term or atom the sub-term of t at

position u, t=u is de�ned as follows:

{ If t is a term, then t=� = t.

{ if t = f(t

1

; : : : ; t

n

), then t=(i � u) = t

i

=u.

In instance based learning a distance is needed between the examples. As

we work with structured terms as examples, we must use a distance between

terms such as the distances de�ned in [11], [7], [13], [14]. In this paper we use

the simple distance de�ned in [11]:

De�nition 1 (distance d

nc

between terms). If t

1

and t

2

are terms, then

{ if t

1

= t

2

, d

nc

(t

1

; t

2

) = 0.

{ if t

1

= p(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

) and t

2

= q(y

1

; : : : ; y

m

) with p 6= q or n 6= m, then

d

nc

(t

1

; t

2

) = 1.

{ if t

1

= p(x

1

; : : : ; x

n

) and t

2

= p(y

1

; : : : ; y

n

), then d

nc

(t

1

; t

2

) =

1

2n

P

n

i=1

d

nc

(x

i

; y

i

).

e.g. we can compute d

nc

(p(f(a); g(h(c); d)); p(f(b); h(e; d)) =

1

4

(d

nc

(f(a); f(b))+

d

nc

(g(h(c); d); h(e; d))) =

1

4

(

1

2

d

nc

(a; b) + 1) =

1

4

(

1

2

:1 + 1) =

3

8

3 Problem speci�cation

In this section we state the problem we want to solve. The unknown target

predicate represents a function. This means that the examples are ground facts

about the input-output behaviour of the predicate. In terms of ILP we have the

following problem setting:

Given is:

{ an unknown functional target predicate p.

{ a set of positive examples (ground facts) for p. In the following we will denote

the training examples with E

i

= p(E

i;in

; E

i;out

) with E

i;in

the input term

and E

i;out

the output term.

{ an empty background theory.

{ an input term N

in

.

Find:

{ an unknown output N

out

such that p(N

in

; N

out

).

Suppose e.g. we have an example p(in(circle; square); in(square; circle)),

and have to �nd the output of in(circle; triangle) (see �gure 1). The program

could then answer in(triangle; circle). This is also an example of learning by

analogy (cf. [3]).



4 Instance based function learning

In the attribute-value setting, the process of predicting a class for an example

with the k-nearest neighbours method can be divided in three important steps.

First, the example input is compared using a distance with all the training

example inputs and the k nearest examples are selected. Second, from each of

these k nearest examples the class information is extracted. Third, from these k

classes the most frequent class is selected and used to predict the example.

Predicting a whole term at once is di�cult. For this reason we will only

predict one functor at a time. Algorithm 1 is the basic algorithm for this.

We start with a variable (a completely uninstantiated term) as predicted out-

put and we repeatedly apply a substitution of the form V ar=f(V ar

1

; :::; V ar

n

)

to add functors (with variable arguments) until we obtain a ground term. In

practice, since it is not always guaranteed that all positions will eventually be-

come ground (by �lling them with functors with arity 0 (constants)), a stopping

criterion could be used. A good stopping criterion is restricting the maximum

number of functors in the predicted output term.

Functors are added using the instance based learning component whose three

components we discuss below. We know that algorithm 1 provides a partially

instantiated term N

tmp

out

and a position pos such that the sub-term N

tmp

out

=pos

at position pos of N

tmp

out

is a variable. Thus the task of this instance based

learning component is to (partially) instantiate N

tmp

out

=pos, so we get a better

approximation N

better

out

of our prediction N

�

out

of N

out

.

First we need to measure the distance between the new example and the

training examples. We can use for this the distance d

nc

given in section 2.

After measuring the distances between the input of the new example and

the inputs of all training examples, we can select the k nearest relevant training

examples. Whether an example is relevant or not is determined by the possibility

of the second step to extract useful information (functors) from that example,

as will soon become clear.

In the second step, we must extract information about which functor to

predict from the k nearest (relevant) examples. The way this is done is important

as this causes the method to be able to transform the structure of terms.

Suppose we must extract information from training example E

i

. First the

least general generalization under subsumption G

in

= lgg(E

i;in

; N

in

) of the in-

put terms E

i;in

and N

in

is computed, together with substitutions �

e

and �

n

such that G

in

�

e

= E

i;in

and G

in

�

n

= N

in

(see also �gure 2). Then, we con-

is to as is to ?

Fig. 1. An example where IBFL could be used to learn by analogy



sider the set S = E

i;out

�

�1

e

�

n

. Because of the inverse substitution this set

can contain several elements. Let then S

1

be the subset of S of all terms t

of S such that the functors along the path from the top functor to pos of t

and N

out

are identical. E.g. if pos = [2; 1; 1] and N

out

= a(b; c(d(f; g); e)) and

S = fa(x; c(d(g; z); e)); a(b; q(d(h; g); e))g, then S

1

= fa(x; c(d(g; z); e))g (see �g.

3).

G

out

�

n

�

e

�

e

�

n

N

in

E

i;in

E

i;out

N

�

out

G

in

Fig. 2. Step 2 of the instance based learning process

Let then S

2

= ft=posjt 2 S

1

g. In the above example with pos = [2; 1; 1],

S

1

= fa(x; c(d(g; z); e))g, S

2

= fgg. Note that if t=pos is a variable (which will

be possible after the extensions of section 5), this does not add functors to S

2

.

If S

2

is not empty, then the example is relevant.

So for each relevant example a multi-set of functors is obtained. In the third

step then the most frequent occurring functor is predicted.

We illustrate this with a small example. We suppose 1-nearest neighbours is

used for simplicity.

Example 1. Suppose we have the following training examples:

p(swap(a,b),swapped(b,a)).

p(dontswap(c,d),notswapped(c,d)).

We want to know the output of swap(g; h). First set the prediction N

�

out

= V ar.

We �rst measure the distances d

nc

(swap(g; h); swap(a; b)) =

1

2

and d

nc

(swap(g; h);

Algorithm 1 Base iteration

predict term(N

in

)

Let N

�

out

= A New V ariable,

while not(ground(N

�

out

)) and not(stoppingcriterion) do

Let Pos be a position such that V = N

�

Out

=Pos is a variable,

predict best functor at pos(N

in

,N

�

out

, pos,Functor=Arity),

V  V � with � = fV=Functor(Newvar

1

; :::;Newvar

Arity

)g

return N

�

out

.
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Fig. 3. A and B have equal functors along the path to [2; 1; 1]

dontswap(c; d)) = 1. So p(swap(a; b); swapped(b; a)) is the nearest example.

Then the lgg is G

in

= swap(X;Y ) and �

e

= fX=a; Y=bg and �

n

= fX=g; Y=hg.

Next, swapped(b; a)�

�1

e

�

n

= swapped(Y;X)�

n

= swapped(h; g). The main func-

tor of N

out

is predicted to be swapped=2 and we get a more instantiated pre-

diction N

�

out

= swapped( ; ). This is not yet ground: In swapped( ; ) positions

[1] and [2] are still variables. For this select [1] as the position to be instantiated

and again select the nearest training example, recompute G

in

, �

e

, �

n

which in

this case all obtain the same result. Again swapped(b; a)�

�1

e

�

n

= swapped(h; g),

so we predict N

�

out

=[1] = h and N

�

out

= swapped(h; ). Iterating a third time we

get N

�

out

= swapped(h; g). This is fully instantiated, so we predict swapped(h; g)

as the output term.

5 Recursive IBFL

The method described in the previous section works �ne when the main problem

is to transform structure. However, we also want to do more complex things. It

can happen that too many examples become irrelevant as the predicted output

term becomes more and more instantiated. Consider following training examples:

Example 2.

p(dog,chien). p(house,maison). p(near,pres).

p(cat,chat). p(school,ecole). p(in,dans).

p(place(near,school) ,lieu(pres,ecole)).

p(walks(dog,place(in,school)) ,court(lieu(dans,ecole),chien)).

p(walks(cat,place(near,school)) ,court(lieu(pres,ecole),chat)).

p(walks(cat,place(in,house)) ,court(lieu(dans,maison),chat)).

p(sleeps(cat,place(near,school)),dort(lieu(pres,ecole),chat)).

This example concerns a small translation problem. We would like to pre-

dict (i.e. translate) the output of sleeps(dog; place(in; house)). However, if we



apply the method from the previous section, at some point we get N

�

out

=

dort(lieu( ; ); ) and pos = [1; 2]. Now there are no good and relevant exam-

ples: e.g. for p(walks(dog; place(in; school)); court(lieu(dans; ecole); chien)), we

get G = X, �

e

= fX=walks(dog; place(in; school))g,

�

n

= fX=sleeps(dog; place(in; house))g and court(lieu(dans; ecole); chien)�

�1

e

�

n

= court(lieu(dans; ecole); chien), the main functor is here court while the main

functor of N

�

out

is dort, so we can't use this to predict the �rst argument

of dort. On the other hand, for the example p(sleeps(cat; place(in; school));

dort(lieu(dans; ecole); chat)), we haveG = sleeps(X; place(in; Y )), �

e

= fX=cat;

Y=schoolg, �

n

= fX=dog; Y=houseg, and dort(lieu(dans; ecole); chien)�

�1

e

�

n

=

dort(lieu(dans; ecole); chien), and so ecole would be predicted.

This is not what is intended as we can intuitively see that the result of the

prediction should optimally be dort(lieu(dans;maison); chien).

One solution to this problem is to allow the system to learn from the solution

of subproblems (subterms). In the above example, this would mean that we let

the system use the 'lexicon' that gives the translations for sub-terms.

To achieve this, we will, before using the instance based learning system of

the previous section, add information to the input terms of the examples. An

example is given in �gure 4. This causes the substitutions that are essential in

the prediction process to contain as much information as possible. The algorithm

translates now all the subterms of the input term before translating the input

term. The translation thus proceeds in a bottom-up fashion, starting at the

leaves of the tree and gradually working on larger terms.

chien dog lieu

in

place

dans dans

walks

λ

λ λ

λ

maison maisonin

walks

placedog

house house

Fig. 4. Additional information for the input term to improve the substitutions

Example 3. What is the e�ect on example 2?

We can now translate sleeps(dog; place(in; house)): First, the input term

sleeps(dog; place(in; house)) is extended with info on the sub-terms: we there-

fore �rst need to solve two other problems: Given input term dog, what is the

output term? Given input term place(in; house), what is the output term?

We have a training example which gives the translation for dog. We trans-

late place(in; house) recursively: we have training examples for p(in; dans) and

p(house;maison), so we get p(place(in; house); lieu(dans;maison)). So in our

original problem, the extended input term is (sleeps(dog; house); sleeps(�(chien;

dog); �(lieu(dans;maison); place(�(dans; in); �(maison; house))))). Now the



instance based algorithm is applied. In the �rst step we get as preliminary predic-

tion dort( ; ). Suppose we now �ll in the �rst argument. p(sleeps(cat; place(in;

house)); dort(lieu(dans;maison); chat)) is a near and relevant example for this.

We extend the input term of this training example. We get (sleeps(cat; place(in;

house)); sleeps(�(chat; cat); �(lieu(dans; ecole); place(�(dans; in); �(maison;

house))))). We get as generalization of the input terms G = (sleeps(X;house);

sleeps(�(V;X); �(lieu(dans;maison); place(�(dans; in); �(maison; house)))))

with �

e

= fX=cat; V=chatg and �

n

= fX=dog; V=chieng. Finally, applying these

same substitutions to dort(lieu(dans; ecole); chat), we get dort(lieu(dans; ecole);

chat)�

�1

e

�

n

= dort(lieu(dans;W ); V )�

n

= dort(lieu(dans;maison); chien) which

was the correct translation.

This kind of experiment is di�cult for classical ILP systems such as Progol.

We tried to run this example with Progol but ran into problems of too large

search space due to the exponential number of terms (in the size of the examples)

in the bottom clause

1

.

6 Experiments

We implemented the method described in the previous sections. In this section,

we summarize the result of some experiments.

Experiment 1 Another application where IBFL could be useful is the learning

of parsers. e.g. Given an expression such as +(2; �(4; 5)), we would like to be

able to execute it (compute the result) on a stack-machine. Therefore we need a

program such as [push(2); push(4); push(5); �;+] which computes the expression.

The IBFL system can learn to do this conversion. Given the following examples:

p(3+(4*2),[push(3),[push(4),push(2),*],+]).

p(5*6,[push(5),push(6),*]).

p(8+9,[push(8),push(9),+]).

p(11,push(11)).

The system can correctly predict

p((11+12)*(13+14),[[push(11),push(12),+],[push(13),push(14),+],*]).

Then after removing the redundant brackets in the output we obtain the desired

program. This is possible independently of the complexity of the expressions to

convert, as long as su�cient training examples are given, including simple cases

(from which the system can learn most unambiguously).

Experiment 2 We want to learn the induction step of the predicate reverse

(see algorithm 2). We can learn this from partial execution traces. The system

was given a set of training examples:

1

James Cussens, personal communication



p(reverse([c,d,e],[b,a],Result),reverse([d,e],[c,b,a],Result)).

p(reverse([a,b],[],Result),reverse([b],[a],Result)).

p(reverse([],[z,y,x],Result),Result=[z,y,x]).

p(reverse([r,s,t,u,v],[q,p],Result),

reverse([s,t,u,v],[r,q,p],Result)).

The p predicate has as �rst (input) argument the predicate to be executed.

The second (output) argument represents what must be done for that. There are

two kinds of execution steps: If the output term of p is a simple operation (a

uni�cation of the output term with the correct result), this can be done at once.

This is the case if the �rst argument in the call of reverse is []. If the output

term of p is a new call to reverse, we can again execute this call by predicting

the output of p when this new call is given as input, and so on.

The input of some other steps were given. The system predicted the following

outputs correctly:

p(reverse([f,g,h,i],[e,d,c],Result),

reverse([g,h,i],[f,e,d,c],Result)).

p(reverse([x,y,z],[],Result),reverse([y,z],[x],Result)).

p(reverse([],[z,y,x,w],Result),Result=[z,y,x,w]).

The following observations can be made: �rst, the system could correctly dis-

tinguish between the base case (where the �rst argument is []) and other cases.

Second, the only test examples whose output term was predicted incorrectly were

the examples with a �rst argument at least as large as the largest �rst argument

in the training examples. e.g.

p(reverse([r,s,t,u,v],[q],Result),reverse([s,t,u,[]],[r,q],Result)).

One can conclude from this that the system can learn the induction step of the

reverse predicate, but that further work could make it possible to generalize to

larger inputs.

When an induction step is learned, this induction step can be applied several

times (i.e. the predicted output can be used as input of the next step). If we do

this until the result does not contain any further call to reverse, we can compute

for all inputs the result of the reverse predicate. This means we can learn the

reverse predicate from partial execution traces..

7 Conclusions

We have presented an approach that extends instance based learning to the

learning of complex functions from terms to terms, we have argued that IBFL is

Algorithm 2 Reverse

reverse([XjY],Z,Result) :-

reverse(Y,[XjZ],Result).

reverse([],Z,Result) :- Z=Result.



relevant to the problem of handling deeply structured terms and recursion, and

we have illustrated the potential use of IBFL in natural language applications

and program synthesis.

We expect that the approach can best be used as a component of a larger

system that might use IBFL to compute e.g. the output structure of a clause in

a program synthesis application. One current limitation of the technique is its

inability to incorporate background knowledge. It may be possible to incorpo-

rate background knowledge in the process in similar ways as in RIBL and the

framework by Flach et al [4]. This framework encodes examples (and background

theory) as structured terms and may therefore be well-suited for IBFL.

IBFL is related to the instance based learning work in ILP (see [1]) it can be

considered a form of analogical reasoning (see [3],[5],[15]). Indeed, in analogical

and case based reasoning one maps a target problem onto a target solution

by using similarities with a source problem with known solution. In IBFL the

target problem is the new input term, and the source problems and solutions

correspond to the examples of the input-output behaviour of the function.
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